CASE STUDY
Social Surveillance Project, Vietnam

ORGANISATION NAME

SOCIAL SURVEILLANCE PROJECT

COUNTRY

VIETNAM

SOLUTION

SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS

PRODUCTS

BULLET AND PTZ CAMERAS

SOURCING A PARTNER

Our distributor, inMeeting is a newly established organization that grew from a renowned
Vietnamese VoIP provider, VTC Digicom. inMeeting is known for having specialized in video
conferencing, surveillance, and access control network. The organization had many
experiences in solving complicated video surveillance systems. It is headquartered in
Hanoi city of the country. The company has earlier partnered with many reputed
organizations and helped with their required services.

CLIENT INFORMATION
Vietnam Posts and Telecommunications
Group of VNPT is a giant Vietnamese
telecommunication company owned by the
government and the national post oﬃce of
the state. Their enormous businesses
include capital trading, IT, foreign markets,
telecommunication, and the like. One of the
biggest mobile network operators of
Vietnam, Vinaphone, is owned by VNPT.
VNPT has not restric ted itself to
telecommunications but also towards the
country's social-economic development
targeting two pressing threats: poverty and
natural disaster.
The Social Surveillance Project aimed for
eﬃcient surveillance. The major goal was to
monitor the security issues, allowing the
tracking and recording of all the traﬃc
accidents in the provinces. solutions that
would single-handedly regulate the law and
order along with enhancing the security. The
security camera systems installed by Norden
aims to contribute towards preventing crime
and increasing local security.

CHALLENGES
Norden has always made sure that our
solutions meet the standards and time
requested by our clients. Therefore,
completing the tasks on time amidst
diversifying needs was challenging and

weighty at the same time. Our primary
mission was to make sure that an eﬃcient
surveillance system was provided that could
track and record the instances
simultaneously. Keeping sophisticated
solutions like the security systems in mind,
easing up the usage and application process
had to be taken care.

SOLUTION OF
DESIGN & INSTALLATION
To accelerate the security systems in the
city, Norden's surveillance solutions high
geared the requirements. A total of over two
thousand cameras were installed during the
four phases of the project. The easy and
user-friendly applications made sure that
they were easy and user-friendly. It had
further made the project closer to people
and their aspirations.
One thousand seven hundred bullet cameras
with high-resolution functions were among
the installed cameras. They made sure that
the monitoring purpose happens with the
highest and more precise resolution. The
engineered peculiarly designed cameras
come with a large aperture and advanced
sensors. Its excellent features like safe data
transmission, storage, and night view
provided an extra edge to the client's need.
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A total of 300 Pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) cameras
have also been installed with high-resolution
functions. These cameras, with a zoom of
25x and an IR of 120 m.m ensured superior
performance with intelligent purposes. Ideal
for viewing larger areas, these cameras
quickly zoom the entire city in a jiﬀy. The
temperature control features, long-range
view, and built-in IR illuminator make
Eyenor's PTZ cameras desirable for every
location.

RESULTS
Norden had installed its Bullet and PTZ
cameras eﬃciently on time to prepare the
city for excellent surveillance and safety. The
monitoring of the areas right aer the
installation has been quite productive. The
socialised camera model has helped the city
of An Giang province in controlling the
political security, social order and safety.
With the help of our chief integrator, VMS
Milestone X Protect, the cameras were
installed without a rush. Soon aer placing
the solutions, the traﬃc violations and major
disorders of the city were handled promptly.
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